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2 Foriegn Trade Zone (abbr)
3 (Choat) The Kivaari is a semi-auto direct impingement
gas operated ___ rifle that incorporates a patented
quick takedown 24 inch barrel system
8 (Huon) The 43M Submachine Gun bolt is made of
three parts: the main bolt at the rear, which holds the
firing pin; the bolt ___, which features the extractor and
ejector; and a simplified inertia lever
10 (Iannamico) In reloading rifle caliber rounds to get rifle
cases to a correct overall ___ a case trimmer is used
11 (Wilson) Shooters choosing to reload ammunition
must avoid ___ pressure above the design working
limits of the firearm being used
12 (Truby) The CIA “Deer” Gun is known as the CIA
DEnied ___ Pistol, hence DEAR Pistol
15 (Dabbs) The Uzi submachinegun wss designed by
Major ___ Gal
16 Special Response Team (abbr)
18 (Burgreen) The sporting BAR is unique as being a
semi-auto that can accommodate ___ such as the
7mm Mag, .300WinMag and .338WinMag
20 (Chiu) The S&B 1-8x24 ShortDot CC scope
adjustments are “bump-resistant” and require
deliberate user action to ___
21 (Paulson) The Savage Model 110FP Tactical Rifle
bolt features a somewhat flexible attachment between
the locking lug module and the rest of the bolt which
allows the lugs to transfer an identical amount of
pressure to the ___ upon firing
22 Firearm Owners Protection Act (abbr)
23 (Reeves) An FTZ is a specifically defined secure area
within the United States, typically located within 60
miles of ports of entry, that is treated as if it is outside
U.S. borders for ___ entry purposes

1 National Firearms Act Trade and Collectors
Association (abbr)
3 (Myrvang) The most widely known and successful
results of silenced weapons in the British service were
the Welrod pistol, the Delisle carbine and the silenced
___ guns
4 (Iannamico) The Soviet 7.62mm Model AK-47 is a
magazine fed, ___ fired, gas operated, semi/full
automatic weapon
5 (Iannamico) The Beretta Model 71 is a compact, ___action semi-automatic pistol with no plastic or zincalloy parts and compact, single-action semi-automatic
pistol
6 (Evancoe) Situational awareness is the tool used to
stay off the X; the X is the spot where an ___ aims to
strike or is striking
7 (Lake) The Personal ___ Weapon-PDW, by basic
definition, is a carbine but made lighter, smaller, more
adaptable and more capable than a standard rifle or
carbine
9 OODA-Observe, Orient, ___ and Act
13 (Ballou) With the Swedish “K”, Carl Gustav, M-45 B,
the K stands for Kulsprute Pistol, which roughly
translated from the Swedish means “___ spurter”
14 (Roxby) The Desert Tech MDR Bullpup can swap ___,
chamberings and cartridges
17 (Burgreen) The Ruger Precision Rifle is a precision
bolt action tactical rifle that utilizes a linear in-line ___
path to maximize accuracy potential
19 (Evancoe) Most modern scopes offered on today’s
market are fully coated to prevent fogging; Nightforce
scope tubes are ___-filled to further prevent internal
optical distortion from climate extreme

